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United Group Limited changes name to UGL Limited
Sydney: United Group Limited (ASX:UGL) today announced that it has changed its name to
UGL Limited, following shareholder approval at the company’s Annual General Meeting on
22 October 2009.
UGL Managing Director and CEO Richard Leupen said, “The renaming of the company to a
single recognised umbrella brand is important for a business which incorporates so many
well known but diversified trading entities – assembled through an aggressive growth and
acquisition strategy these past ten years.
“This is a time for consolidation and placing the company on a solid foundation for the future.
That includes establishing a single recognised brand for UGL activities across the globe –
recognised for integrity, safety, dependability and innovation as well as enhancing the
communities within which we live.
“Our ability to continue to grow in tough economic times reflects our ongoing focus on
developing long-term partnerships with our clients, our access to the world’s best technology
and our market-leading position in each of our sectors.
“To continue this growth, it was important for us to develop a single core brand across all our
markets, while unifying our multi-national operations under one banner. Many of our clients
already know us as UGL, and soon this will be our recognised brand across the world. We
are excited by the challenges ahead and what our new name represents. The UGL brand
will grow to represent all that UGL strives to be and to achieve wherever our 42,000 people
trade across the globe.”
UGL will trade through its subsidiary names UGL Infrastructure, UGL Rail, UGL Resources,
UGL Services, UGL Unicco, UGL Equis and UGL Premas – turning over more than 4.5
billion dollars and trading with a permanent presence in 14 countries.
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For further information, please contact:
Richard Leupen
Managing Director & CEO
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Media please contact Ben Jarvis: +61 413 150 448
About UGL Limited
UGL is an engineering, maintenance and facilities management company operating in the rail, water, power,
transport, resources and property sectors. It consists of four divisions – UGL Infrastructure, UGL Rail, UGL
Resources and UGL Services (incorporating UGL Premas, UGL Equis and UGL Unicco). Headquartered in
Sydney, Australia, UGL operates in Australia, New Zealand, Asia, North America and the Middle East and
employs approximately 42,000 people. For more information, visit: www.unitedgroupltd.com
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Appendix: UGL’s new branding structure
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